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SAP S/4HANA allows you to digitize beyond the core and embrace the digital
economy. We’ve reimagined the business suite to help you reimagine your
business.

SAP S/4HANA allows you to realize an end-to-end digital business – combining
the opportunities of the digital economy with the process simplification and
capabilities necessary to achieve digital transformation.
•
•
•

Enable instant insight, contextual information, and personalized
experience
Unlock the power of data with scalable, real time, predictive and
simulation capabilities
Drill down the finest level of granularity with amazing responsiveness and
accuracy
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SAP HANA is the center of our simplification strategy.
SAP HANA combines integration, database, and application services into one unified and open platform.
This new architecture enables converged OLAP and OLTP data processing within a single in-memory
column-based data store with atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability (ACID) compliance. This
guarantees that database transactions are processed reliably, while eliminating data redundancy and
latency. This unique architecture enables IT to remove redundancies and use advanced compression
techniques to reduce data footprint and TCO.
By providing advanced capabilities, such as predictive text analytics, spatial processing, and data
virtualization on the same architecture, IT further simplifies application development and processing across
Big Data sources and structures. This makes SAP HANA the most suitable platform for building and
deploying next-generation, real-time transactional applications and analytics.
This is why SAP, independent software vendors (ISVs), and startups are all building next-generation
applications on the SAP HANA platform.
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Data Driven Intelligence
Systems need to convert available data into actionable insights, solution
and decision proposals and should be able to predict the future
(predictive analysis). These systems bring light to existing “dark data” in
the company and put the data into the context of the end users business
process – where are exceptions and errors and where are actions or
decisions needed to bring business processes back into optimum. Thus
end users are capable to consume data from a wider horizon beyond
and within the enterprise frontiers – data from the Internet of Things,
from data streams, 3rd party data, from networks or the Internet itself;
decisions are taken beyond the enterprise boundaries.
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Within each business process companies must be flexible to adjust each
of these processes and the underlying data – customer demand is
changing, short-term cancellations of orders, etc. – those vendors
delivering the best service and the best system reaction times wins.
Therefore the ultimate competitive advantage is to provide this flexibility
on process and data level – no aggregates allowed (“we have already an
aggregate compiled that cannot be changed quickly”), only the
document level counts and this can be changed at any times.
On data side we simplify the underlying data structure to the utmost
extend until a highly performant and optimized system is left. This new
type of architecture has been piloted in Simple Finance, adopted for
Simple Logistics and we know that it works and performs for HANA –
this is the target architecture for all other simplified components.
In the past indices and total tables were created to avoid that systems
were always calculating. This happened to ensure overall system
performance, but at the price of complexity and inflexibility. Both have
now been eliminated from the system. A typical booking in FIN touched
15 tables – now its 4, working on document level.
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Reducing redundant data simplifies the IT architecture.
Here’s another look at the simplification that happens when redundant data
are no longer needed. In this one example, we see all the objects that are
needed to post an invoice, before HANA and after HANA. This illustrates an
important point: SAP Simple Finance is not simply our finance system moved
from a traditional database to in-memory database. Simplification like this
cannot be accomplished merely by a database migration. Simple Finance was
re-built purposefully to take advantage of what HANA can do, making HANA
essential to SAP Simple Finance.
Other database vendors might be able to cobble together several products to
merely mimic the in-memory characteristics of HANA. But this does not
achieve the simplification that IT can get with Simple Finance. The extra speed
produced from an in-memory database is interesting but ultimately not of
significant value unless it is applied to simplification.
Note: this example is not intended to be a comprehensive schematic or list
every object used in posting invoices. It is, though, an real example of the
impact removing redundant data will have on all finance processes.
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ERP Financials on classic database
- Two journals in separate database tables causing data redundancy and
reconciliation efforts
- Totals and indices caused low flexibility
Simple Finance on SAP HANA
- Unifying both worlds in logical document
- Aims towards an overall view on the line items within financials, connecting
the different financial line items
Customer benefits
- Harmonized internal and external reporting
- Account driven data model
- Significantly reduced reconciliation effort
- Higher flexibility in reporting and data customization
- Significantly reduced memory consumption
- Financial and Management Accounting is harmonized in line with
international reporting requirements
- New concept also helps to achieve the full capabilities of account-based
CO-PA
- Easier access to detailed data from FI and CO on line item level
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Simplified solution architecture will benefit your IT organization immediately.
The IT landscape, processes, and maintenance routines are all positively impacted
by a simplified solution architecture. The numbers shown here are from real-world
experience of SAP Benchmarking Services, a division of SAP’s services and support
organization.

Simplify the IT landscape

Cut memory and storage resources dramatically and improve reliability
71% Reduce maintenance
Simplify maintenance by greatly reducing ETL and re-indexing batch jobs
Infinite scale
The fact having an engine at hand that allows to process and analyze massive
amounts of any data leads to a situation that only our imaginations limits the
boundaries to use the system. All data – inside and outside the company, structured
and unstructured – can be processed and analyzed. Therefore systems need the
performance and scale to operate on a complete new level of data quality and
quantity – it must be ensured that any redundant data is removed from the system,
any data that does not directly contribute and benefit the business process or the
quality of the information provided.
Business agility
Systems need to be able to support massively increased business agility and need
to instantly react on user requests. It must be avoided to have processes that hinder
system performance and system agility – this is the end of batch processing; batch
has started with punch cards, punch cards have died, UIs which were the interfaces
of function modules have died and the batch is now dying in these days.
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Imagine, one day we will have…
Bi-directionally embedded Analytics in a transaction screen, and …
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The complexity found in decision making, process execution, and IT
architecture has a high cost. The illustration on this slide shows specific
examples of complexity in finance, and what results.
Decision making: Finance has to wait for experts (usually in IT) to gather
and prepare data to analyze. By the time this is done, the problems
finance is trying to discover and diagnose have often become
unmanageable.
Process execution: Today’s batch-oriented processes, like period-end
close, not only suffer from the inherent latency of a batch operation, they
also rely on manual reconciliation between finance and controlling
systems. The result is that there is no time left in a period to check for
errors or even simulate what would happen under different conditions,
such as an acquisition, divestiture, or reorganization.
IT architecture: Because there has been little structural change in
finance systems, IT must spend time to create interfaces and reporting
layers to help bend the business into the predefined structure demanded
by the system. As a result, businesses cannot really optimize the way
they work. If they do reorganize, this creates even more of a burden on
one-off interfaces or reporting structures to handle the differences.
All this complexity is not trivial. It eats into more than 10% of profits.
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However transforming their finance function is very challenging for CFO’s. There is a lot of recent
independent research that shows while many CFO’s are fully aware of the benefits of transformation
and providing better and faster strategic insight to the rest of the enterprise, - without leveraging the
proper technology innovations that ambition becomes very difficult to achieve.
This slide highlights very recent independent research and cfo survey’s from outlets like CFO.com and
Harvard Business Review that while CFO’s understand the benefits of:
•
Better and easier to understand data
•
Predictive analysis
•
Providing real-time insights and strategic value to all lines of business
they lack the tools necessary to deliver more strategic value to the business because of inefficiencies
in their systems. A significant number of customers simply don’t leverage what is already possible
today because they are not aware of the possibilities that state-of-the-art Finance solutions are offer.
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Fiori is a technology that offers a state of the art web UI, based on
HTML5 and UI5 (SAP technology) and provides capabilities to
personalize the screen – thereby Fiori enables technologically
everything that we need to provide the right screens for the new end
users. Fiori design principles make it possible to be able to adjust the
screens to every front end device and adopt it automatically to future
new design principles and thus keep the screens always state of the art.
Fiori is also a development and design principle for SAP – the screens
are role-based – and thus our developers know everything of the end
user and can design and adopt the screen to the needs of the end user
of this particular role: putting the user into the center of the business
process. With this principle we ensure that the software is not targeting a
‘neutral individual’ that enters all information into one screen but that the
software is aware of the business context, the tasks and the exceptional
situation the user is working in and thus provides all the relevant
information that the user needs to perform his tasks (“the system is
working for me; I am not working for the system”).
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This architectural principle resulted in a new product that is ultra-lean,
ultra-performant and ultra-flexible; Fiori-enabled for web access, rolebased to enable the system of me, OLTP and OLAP merge to enable
embedded analytics and to focus on problem and decision solving tasks.
This new decisive mode of the software is also embedded in the new
MRP Cockpit.
Left side is depicted the classical transaction based screen of the MRP
Run, an interface to the underlying function modules taking input of the
data and parameters – the user drives the system. Right side is the new
MRP Cockpit actively taking all information and data into account,
providing on the fly simulation and additional decision support directly
provided by the system.
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• Almost two thousand customers have already chosen the Business Suite powered
by SAP HANA. A very big Thank you to SAP’s partners. 1.100 SoH customers are
SAP’s partners customers; >50% off all SoH customers. 65% of all active SoH
projects are led by SAP’s partners. This is our joint success.
• S4HANA is the next generation Business Suite and a new product. It is the logical
successor (not legal successor) for the SAP Business Suite on HANA post Jan
29th and the closing of FKOM 2015. S/4HANA is not only fully build on HANA; it‘s
fully build for HANA
• S4 indicates the next generation suite, following R/2 R/3 … via making a step
forward in alphabetically and numerical order - this analogy can be used, though it
should not be stressed as we do not really talk about R/3 anymore today.
• From now on, S4HANA is the default business suite offering for all net new name
customers . As we stand to our commitment to protect the investment of our
installed base customers, we will also continue to deliver innovation on our
business suite offering for any DB. However, transformational applications require
a transformational platform and this is why SAP S4HANA is the logical next step
for all of our installed base customers to join us in this exciting journey of
innovation in a non-disruptive way.
1st step for IB customers: Suite on any DB -> Upgrade to ECC6 EHP7 and DB
migration = Suite on HANA
• 2nd step for IB customers: Suite on HANA -> Implementation of the „Exchange
innovation“ = SAP S4HANA
• SAP S4HANA is the next generation core ERP, delivered any way our customers
want it - on cloud or onPremise.
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Source: S4_QEP_HowCustomersGetThere_external.ppt
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But like most businesses, the key to success is based not only on
delivering on the promise, but do so quickly and efficiently.
To facilitate and ensure success along the S/4HANA implementation
path, we have defined a « Journey to Run Simple » that you can enter at
different stages depending on your organization’s level of maturity
• A Value Identification Workshop will help to discover beneficial
business scenarios enabled by SAP S/4HANA and will provide a point
of view for potential areas of innovation for your company
• If you have identified the business potential, the planning services will
help you to establish an S/4HANA specific strategy, a roadmap and
high-level architecture. The planning phase will cover business as well
as technical aspects.
• For a “New Implementation” the baseline package will leverage
standardized best practices implementation methodology for onboarding to S/4HANA. The Data Migration solution supports loading
existing data into the new environment
• Existing customers will leverage the Rapid Database Migration of SAP
Business Suite to SAP HANA to help adopt S/4HANA
Now you are ready to consume the innovations available, such as Value
Realization through Simple Finance and SAP Fiori.
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